
 Pictures of the main events 
(objects) of the story

 Mouse picture

 At least one favourite teddy 
or doll

 1 sheet of A2 paper, with 
the mouse provided stuck 
onto one corner

 A pen and a glue stick

 If You Give a Mouse a 
Cookie book by Laura Joffe 
Numeroff – if you don’t have 
a copy or can’t get it from 
your library, you can find 
readings of the book on 
YouTube

15–20 minutes

Note: At some point before this session, read your child the story of ‘If You Give a Mouse a Cookie’. 

In this session, you will tell the story to your child again but in your own words (see below). As you do that, you 
will stick the pictures representing the main events onto your A2 poster and have your child draw arrows to 
connect them, to create a simple flowchart/sequence of the main events (objects in this case) in the story in a 
circular shape, to show how the mouse ends up back where he started in the story. To emphasise the time 
sequence, you will use the words: First…. then… then… and so on.

As you talk about the relationship between the events/objects in the story, you will also help your child to think 
in terms of ‘cause and effect’. To do this, you will ask them why certain things happened in the story and use the 
answers to build verbal chains of simple logic using: If… then… or If… and if… then… Some examples of this are 
given at certain stages of the story, but you can add more as you see fit for your child.

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie: To start, say: The story begins like this. A boy gives a mouse a cookie. Stick the 
picture of the cookie onto the top of your poster. After the mouse has eaten the cookie, he asks for milk. Show 
the picture of the milk and add the picture next to the cookie. Ask your child to draw the connecting arrow and 
to repeat these words after you: First a cookie, then some milk. Now say: But then the mouse asks for a straw.  
Add the straw picture to the sequence and an arrow as before. While you point to the relevant pictures, have 
them repeat again: First a cookie, then some milk and then a straw. 

Ask your child: What did the mouse ask for after the straw? (a napkin).Why would the mouse want a napkin? (e.g. 
because his mouth was messy/he had a milk moustache). 

Now say (change the words in blue according to your child’s previous answer, as long as it makes sense): So IF the 
mouse drinks some milk THEN his mouth might be messy. IF he thinks his mouth might be messy AND he wants 
his mouth to be clean, THEN he asks for a napkin.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can retell the whole sequence without mistakes using the poster.
Your child can explore simple chains of ‘if… then…’ logic through discussion.
Your child can explain why the mouse wanted a certain object next, in some or all of the cases.

To develop the understanding that time has a direction 
To develop understanding of cause and effect
To develop deliberate memory
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Add the picture of the napkin to the sequence, and the connecting arrow between the straw and 
the napkin. Recap the main event sequence, asking your child to repeat it: First a cookie, then
some milk, then a straw and then a napkin.

Now continue the story with the pictures of the mirror, nail scissors, broom and ‘bed’ 
(box/blanket/pillow) in order, asking your child to verbalise why he wanted each object as you go. 
Add the pictures to the poster, add the arrows and recap on the sequence orally as before: First
a cookie, then some milk, then a straw, then a napkin, then a mirror, then some nail scissors, then
a broom and then a bed. 

Then say: After the mouse was tucked up in his little bed, what did he ask for? (a story). Why did 
he want a story? (to help him relax/fall asleep). So then say (change the answers in blue as before, 
according to your child’s answer above): IF the mouse goes to bed to sleep AND a story helps him 
fall asleep, THEN he asks for a story. 

Add the story book picture and the arrow, and recap orally as before: First a cookie, then some 
milk, then a straw, then a napkin, then a mirror, then some nail scissors, then a broom, then a bed 
and then a story.

Continue the story with the pictures of the paper and crayons, and the tape. Add the pictures to 
the sequence, and then the arrows. Then ask: When the mouse sticks the picture onto the fridge, 
what does he want? As they say ‘some milk’ (or some milk and a cookie), draw an arrow from the 
scotch tape to the milk and the cookie, expressing how the mouse is ‘back’ where he started. 

Do a final recap, encouraging your child to repeat it: First a cookie, then some milk, then a straw, 
then a napkin, then a mirror, then some nail scissors, then a broom, then a bed, then a story, then
paper and crayons, then tape and then some milk and another cookie. 

Storytelling: Now ask your child to tell the story to their teddy or doll, to help them fall asleep, from the beginning, using the sequence you have 
created together as support. Encourage and prompt them to use words like those underlined here, adding additional explanations with ‘because’ 
where you feel they can or where they want to. For example: ‘First, a mouse wanted a cookie. Then he wanted some milk. Then he wanted a straw 
because it’s easier to drink milk out of glass with a straw. Then… ‘. And so on.

IF… THEN… – continued 
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You could take any other book that you have that has a specific and obvious sequence of objects or characters and go through a similar process with 
your child. One good example is ‘Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou’ by Julia Donaldson. Read it together and then orally recap on the story saying: First the 
ghost, then the kitten, then the cow, then… and so on. With this particular book, you could then also use the character sounds too – they go in reverse 
order as the last character to arrive makes its noise first. For example: Cock-a-doodle-doo, boo hoo, too-whit-too-whoo and so on. This also makes a 
great car game, where you can take it in turns to say the next part of the story. Another good book with a shorter, simpler sequence, good for children 
who may find it hard to remember so many elements at first, is ‘A Squash and a Squeeze’ – also by Julia Donaldson.
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Cut out the mouse.
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Cut out each of the object cards from the story separately.
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Cut out each of the object cards from the story separately.
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